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Abstract 
Inhibitory control functions in old age were investigated with the „masked prime‟ paradigm 
in which participants executed speeded manual choice responses to simple visual targets. 
These were preceded – either immediately or at some earlier time – by a backward-masked 
prime. Young adults produced positive compatibility effects (PCEs) – faster and more 
accurate responses for matching than for non-matching prime-target pairs – when prime and 
target immediately followed each other, and the reverse effect (negative compatibility effect, 
NCE) for targets that followed the prime after a short interval. Older adults produced similar 
PCEs to young adults, indicating intact low-level motor activation, but failed to produce 
normal NCEs even with longer delays (Experiment 1), increased opportunity for prime 
processing (Experiment 2), and prolonged learning (Experiment 3). However, a fine-grained 
analysis of each individual‟s time course of masked priming effects revealed NCEs in the 
majority of older adults, of the same magnitude as those of young adults. These were 
significantly delayed (even more than expected on the basis of general slowing), indicating a 
disproportionate impairment of low-level inhibitory motor control in old age. 
 Keywords: aging, inhibition, motor control, negative compatibility effect, masked 
priming 
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Age-Related Deficits in Low-Level Inhibitory Motor Control 
 Normal aging is generally assumed to be accompanied by a decline in inhibitory 
control, resulting in increased distractibility and a corresponding decline in cognitive 
functions (Hasher, Zacks, & May, 1999). As intuitively compelling as this notion might be, 
experimental results are still inconclusive (see Maylor, Schlaghecken, & Watson, 2005, for 
examples). One reason for this might be that „inhibition‟ refers to a diverse, only loosely 
related set of cognitive functions, which might be differentially affected by aging (e.g., 
Andres, Guerrini, Phillips, & Perfect, 2008; Collette, Germain, Hogge, & Van der Linden, 
2009; Kramer, Humphrey, Larish, Logan, & Strayer, 1994; Nigg, 2000). However, 
conflicting results have been obtained even within a single experimental paradigm. The 
negative priming effect – an increase in reaction times when a to-be-ignored distractor 
becomes the new target stimulus – might serve as an example: numerous studies have found 
reduced negative priming in older compared to young adults (e.g., Verhaeghen & De 
Meersman, 1998), but a more recent meta-analysis (Gamboz, Russo, & Fox, 2002) suggests 
that young and older adults produce negative priming effects of equivalent size. 
Similarly conflicting results have recently emerged in the masked prime paradigm, an 
experimental procedure aimed at investigating low-level, automatic visuo-motor control 
processes (e.g., Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998). In this task, participants give a speeded 
response to a simple visual target (e.g., a left-hand response to an arrow pointing to the left). 
Each target is preceded by a prime stimulus, which is associated with either the same 
response as the subsequent target (compatible trial), with a different response (incompatible 
trial), or is without response assignment (neutral trial). Primes are presented very briefly (e.g., 
17 or 33 ms) and are followed by a patterned backward mask. This makes them unlikely to be 
perceived consciously (near-threshold or subthreshold presentation), as evidenced by 
participants‟ informal verbal reports and by their inability to identify primes with more than 
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chance accuracy (Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998, 2002; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 1997). Yet 
these primes can be shown to trigger their corresponding motor activation, thereby 
influencing responses to the subsequently presented, clearly visible targets. Relative to 
neutral trials, responses are faster and more accurate on compatible and slower and less 
accurate on incompatible trials (positive compatibility effect, PCE) when prime and target are 
presented in immediate succession. However, with a short delay between prime and target 
(approximately 100-200 ms), the reverse is true (negative compatibility effect; NCE). This 
has been taken as evidence that an active inhibition process – either triggered by the sudden 
lack of prime information (e.g., Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2002, 2006; Schlaghecken, Rowley, 
Sembi, Simmons, & Whitcomb, 2007) or by the sudden appearance of the mask (e.g., 
Jaśkowski, 2008; Boy, Clarke, & Sumner, 2008) – suppresses the initially activated motor 
response. 
Because the stimulus triggering the initial response activation is presented below the 
level of conscious perception, the presence of such an inhibitory effect is surprising: 
Traditionally, it has been assumed that non-conscious processes comprised only automatic 
activation and passive decay, and that active inhibition required conscious awareness of the 
stimulus that gave rise to the to-be-inhibited response (for a brief overview, see Eimer & 
Schlaghecken, 2003). More recently, however, numerous exceptions to this „rule‟ have been 
reported in various experimental paradigms (e.g., Aron et al., 2003; Bermeitinger, Frings, & 
Wentura, 2008; Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998; Hughes, Velmans, & De Fockert, 2009; 
Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2006; van Gaal, Ridderinkhof, van den Wildenberg, & Lamme, 
2009), providing converging evidence for the existence of non-consciously triggered 
(automatic or low-level) inhibitory control processes. 
In the case of NCEs in the masked prime task, the inhibition occurs at the level of 
motor response representations (e.g., Schlaghecken, Klapp, & Maylor, 2009). In most tasks, 
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response inhibition is regulated by the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and the anterior 
cingulate cortex (ACC; e.g., Faw, 2003; Mansouri, Tanaka, & Buckley, 2009). However, 
haemodynamic (Aron et al., 2003) and patient studies (Sumner et al., 2007) suggest that in 
the masked prime task, it relies on subcortical and supplementary motor cortical areas, 
confirming the notion that low-level inhibition is different from frontally mediated (high-
level) control triggered by consciously perceived stimuli. Additional evidence comes from 
the finding that children (seven- and 12-year olds) produce NCEs indistinguishable from 
those of young adults, even though they show considerably less overt response control, 
corresponding to their as yet immature frontal lobes (Schlaghecken & Sisman, 2006).  
With older adults, however, the picture is less clear. In line with the assumption that 
unlike high-level executive control, low-level inhibition is unaffected by normal aging 
(Andres et al., 2008; Collette et al., 2009), Sumner et al. (2007) reported robust NCEs in a 
group of older adults. In marked contrast, Schlaghecken and Maylor (2005) and Seiss and 
Praamstra (2004) found that older adults fail to produce NCEs. The aim of the present study 
therefore was to establish under which conditions – if any – NCEs can be observed in normal 
older adults. Experiment 1 investigated reduced processing speed, Experiment 2 perceptual 
limitations, and Experiment 3 the need for prolonged learning. 
Experiment 1 – Speed of Information Processing 
 Information processing speed is reduced with increasing age (e.g., Salthouse, 1996, 
2004). Although the neural correlates of processing speed are as yet unknown, it is thought 
that a deterioration of functional networks might contribute to this effect (e.g., Andrews-
Hanna et al., 2007; Damoiseaux et al., 2008). Thus, conceivably, a masked prime might take 
longer in older adults to activate its corresponding motor response, and inhibition of this 
response tendency might build up more slowly. In Schlaghecken and Maylor (2005), we 
tested this prediction by presenting masked primes and targets with mask-target SOAs of 0 
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ms (typically resulting in PCEs in young adults), 150 ms (resulting in NCEs), 300 ms and 
450 ms. If prime-induced motor activation is delayed in older adults, they should produce 
smaller PCEs at the 0-ms SOA than young adults. Furthermore, if aging delays the onset 
and/or build-up of low-level inhibition, older adults should produce NCEs only at the 300- or 
450-ms SOA. Interestingly, neither of these results was observed. PCEs at the 0-ms SOA 
were numerically larger in older than in young participants, suggesting that masked primes 
trigger a motor activation in older adults just as quickly and effectively as in young adults. 
However, older participants failed to produce statistically reliable NCEs at any of the longer 
SOAs. This pattern of results was taken as evidence of an age-related loss of low-level 
inhibitory motor control.  
On the other hand, the sample size in that study was relatively small (8 participants 
per age group), and some of the older participants did produce NCEs at one or other of the 
longer (> 150 ms) SOAs, though no systematic pattern governing these occasional NCEs 
could be identified. The present experiment therefore aimed to replicate the earlier results 
with a larger sample of young and older participants, and to extend them by investigating 
whether individual differences in fluid intelligence, crystallized intelligence, processing 
speed or visual acuity contributed to the effects. 
Method 
Participants. Twenty young (17-31 years) and 22 older (65-83 years) participants 
completed the experiment (see Table 1). Young participants were mostly students at the 
University of Warwick who took part either for course credit or for payment of £6. Older 
participants were members of a volunteer panel who had been recruited through local 
newspapers and advertisements to join the Warwick Age Study and were paid £10 to cover 
their travel expenses. Data from one young participant were subsequently excluded from the 
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analyses due to high error rate (> 15%). All but 4 young and 3 older participants were right 
handed.  
Background measures. Fluid intelligence was assessed by the AH4 (Heim, 1968), a 
timed problem-solving test employing verbal and spatial problems (Table 1 shows the 
combined scores). Crystallized intelligence was assessed by the multiple choice section of the 
Mill Hill vocabulary test (Raven, Raven, & Court, 1988), in which participants have to select 
the best synonym for a target word from a set of six alternatives. Speed of information 
processing was assessed by the Digit Symbol Substitution test from the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale – Revised (Wechsler, 1981). Visual acuity was assessed (with glasses if 
worn) at the beginning of the experiment using the Near Vision Test Card (Schneider, 2002). 
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision according to self-report. Age group 
differences for fluid intelligence, crystallized intelligence, speed and visual acuity were all 
highly significant, t(39) = 3.58, -4.92, 6.37, and 5.20, respectively, all ps < .005, revealing the 
typical pattern reported in the aging literature (e.g., Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Salthouse, 
1991; Schneider & Pichora-Fuller, 2000) of higher fluid intelligence, speed and visual acuity, 
but lower crystallized intelligence, in young adults than in older adults. 
Stimuli and apparatus. Left- and right-pointing double arrows (<< and >>) served as 
primes and targets, subtending a visual angle of 2.0º × 0.8º at a viewing distance of 
approximately 1 m. Masks were constructed from a virtual 8 × 6 grid (2.3°
 
× 1.4°), randomly 
filled with overlapping horizontal, vertical and oblique lines of different lengths (0.1°
 
to 1.0°; 
width 0.2°). A new mask was constructed on each trial to avoid perceptual learning of the 
mask and correspondingly increased prime identification (see Schlaghecken, Blagrove, & 
Maylor, 2008). Stimuli were presented in black on a white background on a 17‟‟ computer 
screen. A fixation cross (0.1°
 
× 0.1° visual angle), primes and masks appeared in the center of 
the screen, whereas targets appeared randomly and with equal probability 1.4° above or 
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below the center (i.e., beyond the area occupied by the mask – see Figure 1). Participants 
were seated in a comfortable chair in a dimly lit, sound attenuated chamber, with response 
buttons mounted on adjustable armrests under their left and right index fingers. 
Procedure. In experimental sessions lasting up to one hour, participants first carried 
out a masked prime task, followed by a prime identification task. Immediately after the 
experiment, background cognitive measures were collected from young participants (this 
information was already available for older participants from an earlier testing session). 
In the masked prime task (Figure 1, upper panel), trials started with the fixation cross 
presented for 250 ms, followed by a blank screen for 650 ms. A prime was then presented for 
33 ms, replaced immediately by a 100-ms mask. Either simultaneously with the mask, or 
after a further blank screen lasting 50, 200, or 350 ms (resulting in mask-target stimulus onset 
asynchronies [SOAs] of 0, 150, 300, or 450 ms, respectively), a target was presented for 100 
ms. Participants were instructed to maintain central eye fixation throughout, and to respond 
as quickly and accurately as possible to the direction of the target arrows (i.e., a left-hand 
key-press to arrows pointing to the left, and a right-hand key-press to arrows pointing to the 
right). The inter-trial interval between target offset and the next fixation cross was 1800 ms. 
On compatible trials, prime and target arrows pointed in the same direction, on incompatible 
trials, they pointed in opposite directions.  
Trials were presented in blocks of 72 trials each. Within each block, left- and right-
pointing primes and targets, and compatible and incompatible trials, were presented randomly 
and with equal probability. In contrast, mask-target SOA was blocked, and eight blocks (two 
of each SOA condition) were presented in a random order. At the end of each block, there 
was a short rest period of at least 20 s, after which participants could initiate the next block. 
They were invited to take a slightly longer rest break halfway through the experiment. 
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The prime identification task (Figure 1, lower panel) consisted of three 50-trial blocks 
employing a 2-up-1-down staircase procedure. Primes and masks were presented as before, 
with equal numbers of left- and right-pointing primes, the mask following the prime 
immediately, and a 1900-ms inter-trial interval. No targets were presented. Participants had to 
indicate the direction of the prime by pressing the corresponding key (they were instructed to 
„simply guess‟ if they felt unsure about the prime‟s direction). Prime duration (ranging from 
17 to 167 ms in ten 17-ms steps) varied as a function of the participant‟s response on the 
previous trial. Each block began with the 167-ms duration. Following a correct answer, 
presentation duration on the subsequent trial was reduced by 17 ms (one screen refresh cycle, 
until the lower limit of 17 ms was reached, at which point correct responses were followed by 
a 17-ms prime). After an incorrect answer, presentation duration on the next trial was 
increased by 33 ms (two refresh cycles, until the upper limit of 167 ms was reached). After 
each block, there was a short rest period of at least 20 s. Participants were informed in detail 
about the staircase procedure. They were told to respond spontaneously, but that speed was 
not of the essence. A brief 'warm-up' was given prior to the experimental blocks to 
familiarize participants with the task. 
Data analyses. For the masked prime task, repeated measures analyses of variance 
(ANOVAs) were performed on mean correct response times (RTs) and error rates, combined 
across left- and right-hand responses, with the between-subject factor age group (2 levels: 
young vs. older), and the within-subject factors SOA (4 levels: 0, 150, 300, and 450 ms), and 
compatibility (2 levels: compatible vs. incompatible). In all analyses, Greenhouse-Geisser 
correction to the degrees of freedom was applied where appropriate, and corrected p-values 
are reported. Follow-up analyses were conducted in the form of t-tests. 
 For the prime identification task, because a 10-level staircase was employed and 
blocks always began at the top level, the first 10 trials of each block were discarded. The 
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mean prime duration on the remaining trials – reflecting the duration at which participants 
were just more likely to give a correct than an incorrect response – was taken to represent 
identification threshold. Using a one-sample t-test, this duration value was compared against 
the 33-ms prime duration employed during the masked prime task. Furthermore, we 
calculated the correlation between identification threshold and priming effects in the different 
SOA conditions.  
Results and Discussion  
 Prime identification performance. Mean prime durations achieved during the staircase 
procedure were 39.3 ms (SD = 8.4) and 42.6 ms (SD = 8.4) for young and older adults, 
respectively, which did not differ significantly from each other, t(39) = -1.25, p > .2, but 
significantly exceeded 33 ms, t(18) = 3.26, p < .005, and t(21) = 5.34, p < .001, respectively. 
Masked primes in the present set-up thus can be regarded as equally below threshold and 
subjectively subliminal for young and older adults.  
Masked prime task. Results of the overall ANOVAs are listed in Table 2. As can be 
seen from Figure 2, young adults were around 100 ms faster (upper panel) – but no less 
accurate (lower panel) – than older adults, and RTs and errors generally decreased with 
increasing SOA. As expected, PCEs at the 0-ms SOA were observed in both young and older 
participants, t(18) = 7.87, p < .001, and t(21) = 10.44, p < .001, respectively. Older 
participants did not show any further priming effects, all ts < 1.65, all ps > .1. In contrast, 
young participants showed substantial NCEs at the 150-ms SOA, t(18) = -5.80, p < .001, no 
effect at SOA-300, t(18) < 1, and (perhaps surprisingly) an NCE at SOA-450, t(18) = -2.40, p 
< .03. Comparing compatibility effects between age groups at each SOA revealed a 
significant difference only for SOA-150, t(39) = -3.27, p < .005.
1
 
                                                 
1
 To investigate whether the different pattern of priming effects in young and older adults was caused 
by the overall difference in RTs between groups, we selectively removed the fastest young and the 
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Although for errors the 3-way interaction was not significant, errors closely mirrored 
RTs (see Figure 2), with significant PCEs at SOA-0 for both young adults, t(18) = 3.22, p < 
.01, and older adults, t(21) = 4.72, p < .001, and a significant NCE for young adults only at 
SOA-150, t(18) = -3.40, p < .005. Compatibility effects differed significantly between age 
groups for SOA-150 only, t(39) = -2.02, p < .05. 
Neither for RTs nor for error rates did priming effects at any of the four SOAs 
correlate significantly with prime identification threshold for either young or older adults, 
although for RTs, there were weak trends (both ps < .09) in young adults for compatibility 
effects at 0- and 150-ms SOAs to be more positive for those with lower prime identification 
thresholds. 
In sum, the results replicated those obtained by Schlaghecken and Maylor (2005), up 
to and including numerically larger PCEs for older than for young adults, and an oscillatory 
trend in young adults‟ compatibility effects (to compare: 38, -20, 2, and -6 ms at 0, 150, 300 
and 450 ms SOAs in the present study, and 39, -25, 8 and -5 ms, in Schlaghecken & Maylor), 
a phenomenon that has been studied in detail by Sumner and Brandwood (2008). Finally, 
although there were numerical NCEs for RTs at 300- and 450-ms SOAs for older adults in 
both the present experiment and in Schlaghecken and Maylor‟s study, they were small in 
magnitude and failed to reach significance. Thus overall, the data seem to confirm the 
hypothesis that masked primes trigger an activation-followed-by-inhibition process in young 
adults, but activation-only in older adults. 
                                                                                                                                                        
slowest older responders. The age difference was successfully reduced to a nonsignificant 10 ms, F < 
1, by comparing the slowest 6 young with the fastest 15 older participants. The main findings were 
essentially unaltered, with a highly significant 3-way Age x SOA x Compatibility interaction, F(2.2, 
41.5) = 4.97, MSE = 219.90, p < .01. Compatibility effects differed between age groups at both SOA-
0 (32 vs. 54 ms for young and older adults, respectively), t(19) = -2.48, p < .03, and SOA-150 (-30 vs. 
2 ms), t(19) = -2.79, p < .02. 
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There is, however, an alternative possibility. The analyses reported above – in fact, 
the experimental logic itself – rest on the assumption that processes triggered by the masked 
prime, processes triggered by the target, and processes related to response execution all 
follow a fixed, stable time course. While this might be true for young participants, it is well 
established that for older participants, responses are more variable from trial to trial (see 
Hultsch, Strauss, Hunter, & MacDonald, 2008, for a review). This could affect the chance to 
observe certain processes or effects within an experimenter-defined time window, 
particularly as it is the interval between masked prime and response that determines the 
direction of priming effects (PCE vs. NCE), not the interval between masked prime and target 
as such: a response executed shortly after the prime is likely to be affected mostly by the 
initial activation of the prime-related response, whereas a response executed at a later point is 
likely to be affected mostly by the subsequent inhibition of this initial response tendency (see, 
e.g., Eimer, 1999). If older participants' responses are less time-locked to the target than 
young participants' responses, then these variations might obscure any inhibitory effect 
present in their data. To investigate this possibility, we reanalyzed the data with respect to 
prime-response interval. 
Prime-locked time course analysis. First, mean RTs on correct compatible and 
incompatible trials were calculated for each participant and each experimental block 
individually. Second, any error responses within a given block were replaced with the 
corresponding mean RT for that condition within this block. Third, all RTs were re-calculated 
with respect to prime offset (mask onset) by adding the corresponding mask-target SOA. 
Fourth, for each participant and each compatibility condition separately (but across SOA 
blocks) RTs were rank-ordered. Importantly, this could – and usually did – lead to a 
reshuffling of RTs across SOA conditions, as relative to the prime, slow responses from a 
short SOA condition might be executed later than fast responses from the next longer SOA 
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condition. Fifth, these RT series were divided into 16 latency bins of 18 trials each. Finally, 
priming effects were computed by subtracting compatible from incompatible mean RTs for 
each latency bin, and their significance determined by comparing – for each participant 
individually – compatible and incompatible RTs in each latency bin with an unpaired t-test 
and applying a Bonferroni-corrected significance criterion.  
Figure 3 presents the priming effects in each of the 16 bins for one representative 
young and one representative older participant. Six values were extracted from these curves: 
(i) the latency bin with the largest initial PCE (PCE peak latency) and (ii) the magnitude of 
this PCE peak (PCE peak amplitude in ms); (iii) the latency bin where the first significant 
negative effect occurred (NCE onset latency) and (iv) the magnitude of the NCE onset (NCE 
onset amplitude in ms); (v) the latency bin with the largest significant negative effect (NCE 
peak latency), and (vi) the magnitude of this NCE peak (NCE peak amplitude in ms).
2
  
All participants – both young and older – produced an NCE in at least one latency bin, 
though not all of these were significant. Thus data from four older and one young participant 
did not enter the analysis, leaving 18 participants in each age group.
3
  
The PCE peak occurred later in older than in young adults (Figure 4, top panel), t(34) 
= 3.37, p = .002, but PCE peak amplitudes did not differ significantly between age groups, 
t(34) = 1.65, p > .1 (Figure 4, bottom panel). Surprisingly, the NCE showed the same pattern: 
both onset latency and peak latency were substantially longer in older than in young adults, 
both ts > 2.56, both ps < .02, whereas onset and peak amplitudes did not differ between age 
groups, both ts < 1, both ps > .4. Recall that latency bins are specific to each participant‟s RT 
                                                 
2
 For participants who showed two distinct negative peaks, the first one was selected for this analysis. 
3
 We repeated the analyses twice, once removing the „significance‟ criterion and including all 
participants, and once applying a stricter criterion (significant NCEs in at least two successive latency 
bins), which led to the exclusion of 7 older and 4 young participants. Neither approach revealed a 
qualitatively different pattern of results. 
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distribution, such that an individual‟s median RT – and consequently, the group‟s mean of 
medians – corresponds to a latency bin value of 8.5. Thus for young adults, NCE onset and 
peak both occurred in the first half of the response distribution (i.e., with latencies shorter 
than young participants‟ median RT), whereas for older adults, both occurred in the second 
half (i.e., latencies longer than older participants‟ median RT). In other words, NCEs were 
not merely delayed in older relative to young participants, but were disproportionally delayed 
beyond the overall age difference in average RTs. This can also be seen in Figure 4 by 
comparing age differences in prime-locked RTs between means (91 ms), NCE onset (178 ms) 
and NCE peak (217 ms). 
The difference in PCE peak latency between the two age groups might be due to this 
later onset of inhibition in older adults. In the majority of young participants, the PCE peaked 
in the first latency bin already and then decreased (from 47.9 to 42.4 ms), whereas in the 
majority of older participants, PCE amplitude increased from the first to the second latency 
bin (from 48.2 to 55.5 ms). The interaction between latency bin (first vs. second) and age 
group was significant, F(1, 34) = 5.80, MSE = 127.65, p < .03, consistent with the assumption 
that at the (relative) time where prime-triggered motor activation is already affected by 
inhibition in young adults, it is still building up in older adults.  
These results clearly demonstrate that despite initial appearance, inhibition of a non-
consciously triggered response does occur in the majority of older adults, but with a 
disproportional delay and with much greater inter-individual variation.
4
 This finding is 
particularly puzzling in light of the fact that the initial prime-triggered activation seems to be 
unaffected by age (note that PCEs in the first latency bin were almost identical for young and 
older participants). If an older adult‟s visuo-motor system is sufficiently sensitive and 
                                                 
4
 Note that the standard errors for NCE onset and peak latency in young adults were driven entirely by 
two participants with extremely late NCEs. In older adults, by contrast, they reflect a more or less 
even distribution of NCEs latencies. 
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efficient to quickly produce substantial motor activation in response to a fleeting, not 
consciously perceived, masked prime, then why is this system not capable of producing 
correspondingly fast inhibition? The obvious answer seems to be that initial activation and 
subsequent inhibition are mediated by two separate systems, one largely immune to effects of 
aging, the other highly sensitive to it. We will return to this in the General Discussion. First, 
however, an alternative possibility has to be considered.  
Non-consciously triggered inhibition is thought to involve a threshold mechanism 
such that only sufficiently strongly activated response tendencies become inhibited, whereas 
weaker activations decay passively (Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2002). If the coherence of 
functional neural circuits deteriorates with age (e.g., Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; 
Damoiseaux et al., 2008; for an overview, see Bishop, Lu, & Yankner, 2010) – effectively 
decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio in the system – then it seems likely that higher motor 
activation levels (and correspondingly more time to accumulate the necessary input) are 
required to reach the threshold. If this interpretation is correct, then perceptually stronger 
primes – resulting in correspondingly stronger and more rapidly accumulating motor 
activation
5
 – should cause NCEs to occur earlier in older adults, such that they become 
evident even with the 'standard' 150-ms mask-target SOA. This was investigated in the 
following experiment. 
Experiment 2 – Perceptual Limitations: Increased Prime Duration 
 As prime identification thresholds in Experiment 1 were comparable for young and 
older participants, one might argue that the strength of the prime‟s neural representation was 
the same in young and in older adults. However, if the integrity of functional neural circuits 
                                                 
5
 For instance, Shadlen and Newsome (2001) have shown that visuo-motor neurons in the parietal 
cortex respond both earlier and more strongly to a perceptually strong than to a perceptually weak 
target stimulus, suggesting a direct relationship between the perceptual strength of a stimulus and the 
speed with which it impacts on subsequent perceptuo-motor processing stages. 
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deteriorates with increasing age, then accumulating motor activation from perceptual input 
should take longer in older than in young adults at any given level of stimulus visibility. 
Consequently, whereas for young adults a 33-ms masked prime is sufficient for motor 
activation to quickly reach the inhibition threshold, older participants might need perceptually 
stronger primes to accumulate motor activation at a comparable rate. Experiment 2 tested this 
hypothesis by presenting primes with the standard 33-ms duration and with two longer 
durations (50 and 67 ms), with mask-target SOAs of 150 and 300 ms.  
If the above hypothesis is correct, then the increased perceptual strength of long-
duration primes should cause sufficiently fast and strong motor activation in older 
participants to elicit NCEs at either the 150- or the 300-ms SOA. For young participants, in 
contrast, long primes should result in PCEs rather than NCEs. In young adults with highly 
efficient neural circuitry, a masked prime of increased perceptual strength should very 
quickly activate frontal cortical areas, which feed information back to perceptual areas via re-
entrant links (e.g., Caminiti et al., 1999; Lamme, 2004; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000). A 
prime-related motor response thus can continue to accumulate activation even once the prime 
is masked: a motor activation initially supported through direct sensory input can 
subsequently be supported through re-entrant top-down signals. According to the self-
inhibition model of NCE (Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2000, 2002, 2006; Schlaghecken, Bowman 
& Eimer, 2006), this continued support of a motor tendency will prevent the release of self-
inhibition, thus resulting in PCEs. 
Method 
 Participants. Twenty young and 19 older participants completed the experiment. 
Data from two young participants were subsequently excluded from the analyses due to 
excessive error rates (> 15%). None of the young participants had taken part in Experiment 1, 
whereas the older participants were those from Experiment 1 who agreed to return for a 
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second session approximately two months later. Participants included in the analyses ranged 
in age from 18-29 years (young) and 65-83 years (older). All but 3 young and 2 older 
participants were right handed (see Table 1 for other background details).  
 Procedure. Experimental sessions comprised the visual acuity test, the masked prime 
task, and the prime identification task. These tasks were identical to those of Experiment 1 
with the following exceptions: (i) prime duration was varied between blocks at 33, 50 or 67 
ms, (ii) only two mask-target SOAs (150 and 300 ms) were employed, and (iii) inter-trial 
interval was shortened to 1300 ms. Following practice trials, participants completed 12 72-
trial blocks of masked prime trials (2 blocks for each combination of prime duration and 
SOA), presented in a random order. Mean correct RTs and error rates were analyzed with age 
group as the between-subjects variable, and SOA (2 levels), prime duration (3 levels), and 
compatibility (2 levels) as within-subjects variables. Furthermore, we conducted a time-
course analysis analogous to the one described for Experiment 1 – with 8 instead of 16 
latency bins, corresponding to the reduced range of mask-target SOAs – for the 33-ms prime 
duration condition. 
Results 
Prime identification performance. Young and older adults again did not differ, with 
mean identification-threshold prime durations of 44.4 ms (SD = 11.1) and 48.1 ms (SD = 
15.2), respectively, t(35) = -0.84, p > .4. These values significantly exceeded 33 ms for both 
young adults, t(17) = 4.33, p < .001, and older adults, t(18) = 4.32, p < .001.  
 Masked prime task. The overall means for RTs and error rates are presented in Table 
3, whereas Figure 5 shows the main findings more readily as mean differences between 
incompatible and compatible trials (i.e., compatibility effects, with PCEs above and NCEs 
below zero). Overall, young adults were faster (by 115 ms) but less accurate than older adults 
(6.4% vs. 3.1% errors). RTs decreased slightly with increasing SOA (by 15 ms), and 
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increased slightly with prime duration (also by 15 ms). Neither of these factors affected error 
rates. There were no main effects of compatibility (see Table 4). 
At the 150-ms SOA, young adults showed NCEs with 33- and 50-ms primes for RTs, 
t(17) = -7.52 and -2.46, both ps < .03, and error rates, t(17) = -4.89 and -3.63, both ps < .005. 
Older adults showed an 11-ms NCE at SOA-150 with 33-ms primes, t(18) = -2.36, p < .05, 
and a PCE with 67-ms primes for RTs, t(18) = 5.50, p < .001. At the 300-ms SOA, both age 
groups showed PCEs with 67-ms primes for RTs, t(17) = 3.85, p < .002, and t(18) = 2.55, p < 
.003, and error rates, t(17) = 2.48, p < .03, and t(18) = 2.47, p < .03.  
RT compatibility effects were significantly more positive for older than for young 
participants at all three prime durations for SOA-150, t(35) = 3.00, 2.63, and 3.21, all ps < 
.02, whereas no age differences were found for SOA-300, all ts < 1. Error priming effects 
differed significantly between age groups only at prime durations of 33 and 50 ms at SOA-
150, t(35) = 4.29 and 2.95, both ps < .01. 
Again, mean prime identification duration was not systematically associated with RT 
or error compatibility effects for either age group (out of 24 correlations in total, only one – 
in young adults – reached significance). 
Prime-locked time course analysis. As the above analyses clearly suggested that with 
longer prime durations, older participants were less, not more, likely to produce NCEs, we 
restricted the time course analysis to the 33-ms prime duration. To facilitate comparisons 
between experiments, we labelled the latency bins “5” to “12” (corresponding to the middle 
portion of the 16 latency bins analyzed earlier, as the 150- and 300-ms SOAs correspond to 
the middle portion of Experiment 1‟s four SOAs of 0, 150, 300, and 450 ms). Results 
replicated those obtained in Experiment 1 (see Figure 6). Again, all participants produced a 
negative effect in at least one latency bin. For six older participants, NCEs failed to reach 
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significance, and these participants were excluded from the analysis.
6
 Both NCE onset and 
NCE peak were delayed in older compared to young participants, t(29) = 2.45, p < .05, and 
t(29) = 2.99, p < .02, respectively, with older adults‟ peak latency being longer and young 
adults‟ peak latency being shorter than their respective average RTs (Figure 6, upper panel). 
NCE onset amplitude was smaller in older than in young participants, t(29) = 2.35, p < .03, 
but NCE peak amplitude did not differ between age groups, t < 1 (Figure 6, lower panel). 
Discussion 
In summary, an attempt to compensate for older adults‟ perceptual limitations by 
lengthening prime durations not only failed to produce NCEs in older adults at either standard 
(150 ms) or longer (300 ms) mask-target SOAs with longer prime durations, but resulted in 
older adults showing increased PCEs, parallel to the effects observed in young adults. This 
suggests that the delayed inhibition found for older adults in Experiment 1 is not due to weak 
perceptual prime representation and delayed motor activation (see Supplementary Material 
for further evidence). 
However, the fact that older adults produced a small but significant NCE (at least for 
RTs) with 33-ms primes at SOA-150 was unexpected. Recall that these were participants who 
had previously taken part in Experiment 1. Comparing their NCEs for the same condition 
across experiments showed an NCE increase from -3 to -11 ms that approached significance, 
t(18) = 1.92, p < .08, suggesting the possibility of a learning effect. Correspondingly, the 
prime-locked time course analysis revealed a larger NCE peak amplitude in this experiment 
compared to Experiment 1. However, as this amplitude was again of the same magnitude as 
that produced by young participants, it might reflect a non-specific effect of the present 
experimental design rather than a learning effect: perhaps having to adjust to only two 
                                                 
6
 As with Experiment 1, conducting the analysis with all participants did not change the overall 
pattern of results. 
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different SOAs and/or being more „tuned‟ to the primes because of visible primes in other 
blocks is beneficial for larger NCEs. More promising in terms of a specific learning effect is 
the observation that in the present experiment, the NCE onset and peak latencies of older 
adults were somewhat earlier with respect to their average RTs than in Experiment 1 
(compare Figures 4 and 6). Perhaps increased experience with the task can speed up 
inhibition in older adults sufficiently to cause NCEs at the standard 150-ms SOA, a 
possibility we explore in the next experiment. 
Experiment 3 – Prolonged Learning 
NCEs are usually observed within the first few trials in young adults, with the notable 
exception of experiments conducted by Klapp and colleagues (e.g., Klapp & Hinkley, 2002), 
where NCEs were observed only on the second day of testing. In their experiments, targets 
were presented for only 16 ms, making target identification difficult even for young adults. 
Conceivably, 100-ms target presentation in our studies is equivalently difficult for older 
adults, which could account for older adults‟ NCE beginning to emerge in the 150-ms SOA 
condition in Experiment 2. To investigate this issue, the present experiment employed a 
perceptual learning design, where a new group of older adults performed the masked prime 
task in three testing sessions over the course of around two weeks. If learning improves 
inhibition – possibly by shortening inhibition latency as suggested by the prime-locked time 
course analysis of Experiment 2 – then we expect to see an NCE develop over the course of 
three sessions in the 150-ms condition. 
Method 
 Participants. Ten new volunteers aged 64-76 years participated in the experiment; all 
but one were right handed (see Table 1 for other details). 
 Procedure. The stimuli, apparatus and procedure were identical to those in 
Experiment 2 with the following exceptions: (i) SOAs were 0 and 150 ms, (ii) only the 33-ms 
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prime duration was used, (iii) there was no prime identification task, and (iv) the experiment 
was repeated three times on separate days within a 7-17 day timeframe, with 1-12 days (M = 
6.7, SD = 2.6) between sessions. Visual acuity was assessed at the beginning of Session 1. 
Data analysis. Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted on correct RTs and 
error rates for the factors session (first, second, and third), SOA (0 and 150 ms), and 
compatibility. Prime-locked time course analysis was conducted for 8 latency bins (Bins 1-8). 
We did not expect NCEs to occur in the first session, and therefore would not be able to 
extract parameters for significant NCE bins. Instead, we extracted for each participant the 
amplitude and the latency of the most positive and the least positive (potentially negative) 
priming effect in each session. 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 7 shows the masked prime data for RTs and errors across the three 
experimental sessions. Performance improved over successive sessions, as both RTs and 
errors decreased overall from Sessions 1-3, a trend that was non-significant for RTs, F(1.9, 
17.5) = 1.78, MSE = 1420.02, p > .1, but significant for errors, F(1.3, 12.1) = 5.36, MSE = 
3.91, p < .05. For errors, the learning effect was more evident in the SOA-0 condition, F(1.4, 
12.4) = 5.79, MSE = 2.24, p < .05. Importantly, however, the contrast between the presence 
of PCEs at 0-ms SOA and the absence of any priming effects at 150-ms SOA (RT: F(1, 9) = 
28.69, MSE = 747.42, p < .001; errors: F(1, 9) = 7.59, MSE = 11.08, p < .03) did not change 
across sessions (RT: F < 1; errors: F(1.2, 10.8) = 4.15, MSE = 2.85, p > .05). Specifically, 
there was no evidence of an NCE emerging in the 150-ms SOA condition in Sessions 2 or 3 – 
instead, in Session 2, both RTs and error rates even showed a numerical trend for a PCE.  
Prime-locked time course analysis. Prolonged experience did not change the latencies 
of the most and least positive peaks (most positive: Bins 2.2, 1.8, and 1.8 in Sessions 1, 2, 
and 3, respectively; least positive: Bins 7.6, 7.5, and 7.8), nor did it change their amplitudes 
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(most positive: 34.7, 38.6, and 33.7 ms in Sessions 1, 2, and 3, respectively; least positive: 
2.0, 4.9, and 1.1 ms), all Fs < 1.73, all ps > .2. 
In sum, Experiment 3 failed to provide any evidence that prolonged experience with 
the masked prime task speeds up inhibition in older participants to a noticeable degree. 
Individual Differences in the NCE 
Although older adults‟ mean NCE at SOA-150 was around zero, some participants 
showed (almost) normal NCEs in this condition, whereas others showed PCEs. Moreover, 
individuals tended to show similar effects in different sessions (i.e., older adults‟ SOA-150 
priming effects correlated significantly in Experiments 1 and 2, as well as in the three 
sessions of Experiment 3, all rs > .57, all ps < .03).  
To investigate whether there are individual characteristics that reliably differentiate 
those older adults who show NCEs from those who show PCEs, RT priming effects for older 
adults with 33-ms masked primes and 150-ms SOAs were pooled across Experiments 1 
(same participants as Experiment 2) and 3 (Session 1 only), together with data from a set of 
highly similar masked prime experiments (some of which are included in the Supplementary 
Material), resulting in a total of 80 people, 36 showing NCEs and 44 showing PCEs at the 
150-ms mask-target SOA (M priming effect = 0.4 ms). However, independent samples t-tests 
showed that these two groups did not differ significantly in terms of any of the following: 
age, gender, handedness, fluid intelligence (available for 52 participants only), crystallized 
intelligence, information processing speed, visual acuity, prime identification performance 
(where available), priming at 0-ms SOA (where available), overall RT at SOA-150, and 
overall error rate at SOA-150. In addition, both a binary logistic regression (predicting 
whether participants‟ priming was negative or positive) and a linear regression (predicting 
participants‟ actual compatibility effects), with the eight predictor variables for which there 
was a full dataset, revealed no significant effects. Correlations between the individual 
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differences variables and parameters from the prime-locked time course analysis of 
Experiment 1 (18 older adults) confirmed this picture: the only significant relationship was an 
earlier NCE onset for those with poorer prime identification. Thus although clearly not 
random, older adults‟ priming effects were not associated with any of the measures collected 
on our sample. 
General Discussion 
The present study provides evidence of a systematic age-related difference in the 
impact of briefly presented, backward masked primes, presented near or below the threshold 
of conscious awareness, on responses to subsequently presented target stimuli. In both young 
and older participants, primes triggered an initial activation of the corresponding motor 
response (as evidenced by PCEs with a 0-ms mask-target SOA of comparable magnitude). 
However, only in young participants was this initial activation quickly replaced by an 
inhibitory phase, reflected in NCEs with 150-ms mask-target SOAs. In older participants, in 
contrast, the 150-ms NCE was notably absent. Experiment 1, using a prime-locked time 
course analysis, revealed that this absence is not, as previously thought, due to a lack of 
inhibition, but rather due to a disproportionate delay of the inhibitory phase. For the majority 
of older participants, significant prime-locked NCEs were observed, which were of a similar 
magnitude to those produced by young participants, but were delayed even beyond the 
overall age-related RT increase. Experiments 2 and 3 indicated that this delay could not be 
overcome by increasing either the perceptual strength of the primes or the time spent on the 
task. This suggests that the delay does not reflect general aging effects such as impaired 
visual processing or slowed visuo-motor learning, but represents a specific effect of aging on 
low-level inhibitory control. The lack of any systematic relationship between NCEs and any 
other age-related factors like fluid intelligence or processing speed further supports this 
conclusion. 
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As the notion of delayed inhibition stands in marked contrast to our earlier view that 
inhibition is absent in old age (Schlaghecken & Maylor, 2005), it seems appropriate to seek 
further confirmation. We firstly re-analyzed the Schlaghecken and Maylor dataset – obtained 
from 8 young and 8 older participants in an experimental design similar to the present 
Experiment 1 – with the prime-locked time course method. All participants showed 
significant NCEs in at least one latency bin in the time-course analysis. The overall pattern of 
results was qualitatively identical to the present Experiment 1, with significantly delayed 
PCE and NCE peaks in older compared with young adults, both ts > 2.33, both ps < .04, but 
similar PCE and NCE peak amplitudes, both ts < 1. Secondly, we conducted two further 
experiments (see Supplementary Material) to explore the possibility that perceptual prime 
strength is, after all, a crucial factor, and that Experiment 2 simply failed to employ a suitable 
method to manipulate it. The results confirmed the failure to shorten NCE latency through 
manipulations of the primes‟ perceptual properties. 
Aging and Low-Level Inhibitory Control 
The pattern of intact initial activation followed by delayed inhibition in older 
compared to young adults is strongly reminiscent of the pattern observed for the inhibition of 
return (IOR) effect. IOR is the slowing of responses to visual targets at a recently attended 
(cued) location relative to targets at a new (uncued) location (see Klein, 2000, for a review). 
Like the NCE, IOR is assumed to reflect a low-level or „reflexive‟ inhibitory effect rather 
than a voluntary control process (Tipper & Kingstone, 2005), mediated by non-executive 
cortical and subcortical structures (Aron et al., 2003; Sapir, Soroker, Berger, & Henik, 1999; 
Shipp, 2004). Earlier studies observed equivalent IOR effects for young and older adults 
(e.g., Faust & Balota, 1997; Hartley & Kieley, 1995), contributing to the notion that in 
contrast to high-level or „cognitive‟ inhibition, low-level inhibition might be relatively spared 
in aging (see also Maylor & Henson, 2000). However, using a wider range of cue-target 
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SOAs (from 50 to 3000 ms), Castel, Chasteen, Scialfa, and Pratt (2003) found that older 
adults showed larger initial facilitation and delayed subsequent inhibition relative to young 
adults (see also Langley, Fuentes, Vivas, & Saville, 2007). 
However, it is noteworthy that in Castel et al.‟s (2003) study, the initial facilitation 
was more than three times larger in older than in young adults. As a consequence, despite the 
substantial delay in IOR, the slopes of cueing effects (i.e., the rate of turning from facilitation 
to inhibition) were virtually identical for young and older participants (see Castel et al., 
Figure 2). One might thus argue that IOR was, in fact, unaffected by age, and that only the 
necessity to overcome a disproportionally large initial activation caused the apparent delay in 
older adults. Importantly, this argument does not apply to the present data. Although 0-ms 
PCEs were numerically larger in older than in young participants, this difference was non-
significant, and was very small compared to the substantial delay in NCE peak. 
 To quantify this pattern, we estimated the rate of inhibition in Experiment 1 by 
calculating the slope of priming effects from the peak PCE (first or second latency bin, 
determined for each participant individually) to the peak NCE (also determined individually). 
The average slope of priming effects was -0.44 (SE = 0.037) for young and -0.32 (SE = 
0.037) for older adults, and these differed significantly, t(34) = 2.26, p < .05.  
This pattern confirms that while increased initial activation might contribute to the 
delayed NCE in older adults, it is unlikely to be a sufficient explanation. Rather, it suggests a 
genuine impairment of low-level inhibitory control in old age. It has recently been 
demonstrated that aging selectively delays inhibitory processes in high-level cognitive control 
(the voluntary suppression of irrelevant information in visual working memory; Gazzaley et 
al., 2008; Jost, Bryck, Vogel, & Mayr, 2010). As far as we are aware, the present study 
demonstrates for the first time a similar phenomenon in low-level (non-voluntary or 
automatic) inhibitory control.  
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Not enough is known to date about the precise functional organization of the brain, 
and the effects of aging on it, to pinpoint exactly what changes in the system would account 
for these effects. However, it is noteworthy that activity in prefrontal and parietal cortical 
areas during simple and automatic motor tasks is greater in older than in young adults 
(Mattay et al., 2002; Wu & Hallett, 2005), suggesting that with increasing age, motor control 
shifts from (highly efficient) low-level processes to (less efficient) high-level processes. At 
the same time, prefrontal and parietal cortex are areas particularly affected by age-related 
neuron loss (Good et al., 2001; Resnick, Pham, Kraut, Zonderman, & Davatzikos, 2003; Salat 
et al., 2004), and are consequently increasingly ill-equipped to cope with complex or rapidly 
changing motor task demands. In line with this, older adults show evidence for reduced intra- 
and intercortical inhibition, and a correspondingly reduced ability to flexibly modulate motor 
responses (Seidler et al., 2010). In other words, subtle motor control might be more difficult 
for older adults because the automatic balance of competing response alternatives provided 
by lateral inhibitory links is no longer fully functional. According to the self-inhibition 
hypothesis, the NCE reflects the activity of local opponent-process networks, comprising an 
excitatory and an inhibitory component, reciprocally linked to each other (Schlaghecken et 
al., 2006). If the inhibitory component of this circuit is selectively impaired, fast and 
automatic control of sub-threshold motor activity would become almost impossible.
7
 In order 
to compensate, older adults might increasingly rely on high-level (prefrontally mediated) 
                                                 
7
 It has to be noted, though, that recent results indicate a negative relationship between NCE 
magnitude and GABA concentration in the supplementary motor area, that is, lower GABA 
concentrations were associated with larger NCEs (Boy, Evans, et al., 2010). However, the SMA might 
be responsible for processing the conflicting inhibited, disinhibited, and target-related motor plans 
(Boy, Husain, Singh, & Sumner, 2010), whereas the inhibition itself might have been generated at an 
earlier – possibly subcortical – processing stage (e.g., Schlaghecken, Münchau, Bloem, Rothwell, & 
Eimer, 2003; Schlaghecken & Sisman, 2006). 
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inhibition, which would provide slower and less stimulus-triggered control. Together, these 
changes would manifest as an increased initial activation, and in a delay and an increase in 
inter-individual variability in the subsequent inhibition (see also Castel et al., 2003; Gazzaley 
et al., 2008; Jost et al., 2010;  Vallesi & Stuss, 2010). 
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Table 1 
 
Background Details for Participants in Experiments 1-3, and Supplementary Experiments S1 and S2 
 
Experiment Group N1 M;F2 Age3 FIQ4 CIQ5 Speed6 Visual acuity7 
1 Young 19/20 10;9 22.3 (3.5) 102.2 (19.3) 18.8 (4.2) 74.1 (13.2) 6.58 (0.90) 
 Older 22/22 11;11 71.0 (4.8) 79.6 (19.7) 25.3 (4.0) 49.7 (10.8) 5.32 (0.65) 
2 Young† 18/20 4;14 19.1 (2.6) -- -- -- 5.61 (0.50) 
 Older* 19/19 10;9 71.0 (5.0) 82.4 (19.6) 25.3 (4.3) 50.6 (10.3) 5.21 (0.63) 
3 Older 10/10 5;5 67.0 (3.5) 76.4 (20.0) 23.0 (3.0) 53.9 (10.1) 4.80 (1.55) 
S1** Older 10/10 5;5 68.2 (5.4) 64.1 (18.0) 23.1 (3.9) 43.6 (8.3) 5.20 (1.32) 
S2** Older 8/10 4;4 75.5 (5.4) 79.3 (14.9) 23.9 (1.2) 47.4 (11.3) 5.38 (1.41) 
1 Number of participants whose data were included in the final analyses/Number of people tested 
2 Numbers of males and females 
3 Mean age (and standard deviation) 
4 Mean fluid intelligence score (and standard deviation) based on the total of Parts 1 and 2 of the AH4 test (Heim, 1968); maximum score = 130 
5 Mean crystallized intelligence score (and standard deviation) based on the multiple choice section of the Mill Hill vocabulary test (Raven, Raven, & Court, 
1988); maximum score = 33 
6 Mean information processing speed (and standard deviation) based on the Digit Symbol Substitution test (Wechsler, 1981) 
7 Mean visual acuity (and standard deviation) as measured by the number of lines read correctly from the Near Vision Test Card (Schneider, 2002) viewed at 
a distance of 16 inches whilst wearing corrective glasses, with scores ranging from 1 (16/160 – lowest acuity) to 9 (16/16 – highest acuity) 
† Cognitive scores were not collected from young participants in Experiment 2 
* The older participants in Experiment 2 were the older participants in Experiment 1, minus three who did not wish to return 
** Experiments reported in the Supplementary Material
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Table 2 
Results of Repeated-Measures ANOVAs for RTs (ms) and Error Rates (%) in Experiment 1 
 RTs Errors 
Factor Df F MSE p < Df F MSE p < 
Age 1, 39 40.03 20015.88 .001 1, 39 < 1 17.85 n.s. 
SOA 2.5, 95.9 34.81 693.50 .001 2.6, 103.2 5.72 4.24 .005 
Compatibility 1, 39 17.83 205.10 .001 1, 39 2.06 4.87 n.s. 
Age x SOA 2.5, 95.9 < 1 693.50 n.s. 2.6, 103.2 < 1 4.24 n.s. 
Age x Compatibility 1, 39 4.16 205.10 .05 1, 39 3.00 4.87 n.s. 
SOA x Compatibility 2.9, 111.5 82.50 154.03 .001 2.8, 107.7 15.72 6.18 .001 
Age x SOA x Compatibility 2.9, 111.5 5.02 154.03 .005 2.8, 107.7 1.24 6.18 n.s. 
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Table 3 
 
Mean Correct Response Times (RTs) in ms and Percentage Error Rates for Young and Older Adults’ Compatible and Incompatible Trials for 
Mask-Target Stimulus Onset Asynchronies (SOAs) of 150 and 300 ms and Prime Durations of 33, 50, and 67 ms in Experiment 2 
 
  RT (ms) Errors (%) 
 Prime duration Young Older Young Older 
SOA (ms) (ms) Comp Incomp Comp Incomp Comp Incomp Comp Incomp 
          
150 33 380 349 486 475 11.8 3.4 2.4 1.8 
 50 370 358 484 490 9.3 4.4 2.6 1.8 
 67 369 373 491 522 6.9 8.6 2.2 4.4 
          
300 33 359 358 465 463 4.8 5.8 4.2 4.2 
 50 352 356 457 463 4.5 5.9 2.6 3.7 
 67 356 381 467 489 4.3 7.2 1.6 6.1 
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Table 4 
Results of Repeated-Measures ANOVAs for RTs (ms) and Error Rates (%) in Experiment 2 
 RTs Errors 
Factor Df F MSE p < Df F MSE p < 
Age 1, 35  79.74 18671.06  .001 1, 35 6.45 182.81 .02 
SOA 1, 35  39.72  631.28 .001 1, 35 < 1 60.28 n.s. 
Duration 1.8, 62.3  17.45  670.59  .001 1.2, 41.9 < 1 45.45 n.s. 
Compatibility 1, 35 1.96 664.00 n.s. 1, 35 < 1 11.28 n.s. 
Age x SOA 1, 35 13.96  631.28  .002 1, 35 4.71 60.28 .05 
Age x Compatibility 1, 35  4.38  664.00  .05 1, 35 10.85 11.28 .005 
SOA x Compatibility 1, 35  9.69  356.92  .005 1, 35 21.85 16.30 .001 
Duration x Compatibility 1.7, 59.9  40.80  270.44  .001 1.4, 48.5 15.78 21.15 .001 
Age x SOA x Compatibility 1, 35  9.40  356.92  .005 1, 35 6.97 16.30 .02 
SOA x Duration x Compatibility 1.7, 60.1  5.61 102.12  .01 1.9, 64.9 3.59 8.19 .05 
Age x SOA x Duration x Compatibility 1.7, 60.1 1.53 102.12 n.s.  1.9, 64.9 7.67 8.19 .002 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of trials in the masked prime task (upper panel) and prime 
identification task (lower panel) in Experiment 1. 
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Figure 2. Mean correct response times (RTs) in ms (upper panel) and percentage error rates 
(lower panel) for young and older adults‟ compatible and incompatible trials as a function of 
mask-target stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) in the masked prime task of Experiment 1. 
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Figure 3. RT priming effects (incompatible – compatible) in each of 16 RT latency bins from 
the prime-locked time course analysis of Experiment 1. Data from two representative 
participants (one young, one older). 
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Figure 4. Mean parameters (±1 SE) from the prime-locked time course analysis of 
Experiment 1 for 18 young and 18 older adults. Upper panel: timing in terms of latency bins, 
with corresponding prime-locked RTs indicated in ms. Note that for each age group, the 
median RT in terms of latency bins is 8.5, with corresponding mean prime-locked RTs of 600 
and 691 ms for young and older groups, respectively. Lower panel: RT priming effects 
(incompatible – compatible) in ms. 
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Figure 5. Mean priming effects (incompatible – compatible) ±1 SE for correct response times 
(RTs) in ms (upper panel) and percentage error rates (lower panel) for young and older adults 
as a function of prime duration for mask-target stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) of 150 
and 300 ms in Experiment 2. 
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Figure 6. Mean parameters (±1 SE) from the prime-locked time course analysis of 
Experiment 2 (33-ms primes) for 18 young and 13 older adults. Upper panel: timing in terms 
of latency bins (note that because only mask-target SOAs of 150 and 300 ms were used, 
latency bins were labelled 5-12 to facilitate direct comparison with Experiment 1, which used 
SOAs of 0, 150, 300, and 450 ms), with corresponding prime-locked RTs indicated in ms. 
Median RT in terms of latency bins is 8.5, with corresponding prime-locked mean RTs of 
582 and 704 ms for young and older groups, respectively. Lower panel: RT priming effects 
(incompatible – compatible) in ms. 
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Figure 7. Mean correct response times (RTs) in ms (lines) and percentage error rates (bars) 
for older adults‟ compatible and incompatible trials across three experimental sessions for 
mask-target stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 0 and 150 ms in the masked prime task of 
Experiment 3. 
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Supplementary Material 
In one previous study (Sumner et al., 2007), robust NCEs were observed in older 
adults. In that study, stimuli were presented in white on a black background, rather than in 
black on white (present experiments) or black on gray (Seiss & Praamstra, 2004). Bright 
stimuli on dark backgrounds can cause substantial visible persistence (e.g., Wilkinson & 
Donnelly, 1999), suggesting that they may have a stronger impact on the visual system than 
dark-on-bright stimuli. Thus white-on-black primes might cause a correspondingly stronger 
motor activation. If the inhibition delay in older adults is due to insufficient impact of masked 
primes on the visuo-motor system, then inhibition should occur earlier with white-on-black 
primes, resulting in NCEs in the standard SOA-150 condition. We tested this in ten older 
adults (61-80 years; see Table 1, Experiment S1), using SOAs of 0 and 150 ms and a 
(correspondingly reversed-contrast) prime identification task. Mean prime duration was 
similar to previous experiments at 40.6 ms (SD = 7.5), significantly exceeding 33 ms, t(9) = 
3.20, p < .02. PCEs at SOA-0 were obtained for both RTs and errors, both ts > 3.96, both ps < 
.005, but no evidence of an NCE at SOA-150 was obtained, ts < 1. 
 A second difference between the current experiments and Sumner et al.‟s (2007) is 
that in the latter, prime and mask were separated by a brief gap, instead of immediately 
following one another. Conceivably, the immediate succession of prime and mask causes 
perceptual crowding (in the temporal rather than spatial domain), to which older adults may 
be more susceptible (i.e., for them, the prime may be less distinct than it is for young adults). 
Ten new volunteers (70-84 years; see Table 1, Experiment S2) completed an experiment 
where the temporal separation between the prime and mask was systematically increased 
from 0 to 50 ms in 17-ms steps (mask duration and prime-target interval remained constant at 
100 and 150 ms, respectively). Data from two participants were excluded due to excessive 
error rates at long prime-mask separations. In all other respects, their data were qualitatively 
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identical to the remaining participants at short prime-mask separations. As expected, prime 
visibility increased with increasing prime-mask separation, F(1.7, 12.1) = 32.21, MSE = 
56.71, p < .001, with mean prime duration required for identification decreasing from 52.5 to 
26.4 ms. With the standard 0-ms prime-mask separation, there was again no NCE for either 
RTs or errors, t(7) = 0.28 and 1.05, respectively. At longer separations, PCEs (rather than 
NCEs) emerged for both RTs and error rates. These reached significance by a separation of 
17 ms for RTs, t(7) = 4.42, p < .005, and by 33 ms for errors, t(7) = 3.37, p < .05. Together, 
these data clearly suggest that increasing the primes‟ perceptual strength does not speed up 
inhibition sufficiently to result in older participants showing NCEs at the standard 150-ms 
prime-target SOA. 
It is worth reiterating that older participants produce large PCEs even in the earliest 
latency bin. This rules out the possibility that the NCE delay is simply caused by older adults‟ 
impaired vision, or by an overall sluggishness of their motor system: clearly, they perceive 
the primes well enough, and their motor system responds sensitively enough, to produce 
PCEs just like young adults. It is the subsequent inhibition that is selectively affected by 
aging, not masked priming effects per se. This conclusion is further supported by the repeated 
failure to „speed up‟ inhibition in older adults by increasing the primes‟ perceptual strength, 
or by providing an opportunity for increased practice in performing the task. 
 
